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Abstract: The CAVE, a walk-in virtual reality environment typically consisting of 4-6 3 m-by-3 m sides of a room made of
rear-projected screens, was first conceived and built in 1991. In the nearly two decades since its conception,
the supporting technology has improved so that current CAVEs are much brighter, at much higher resolution,
and have dramatically improved graphics performance. However, rear-projection-based CAVEs typically must
be housed in a 10 m-by-10 m-by-10 m room (allowing space behind the screen walls for the projectors), which
limits their deployment to large spaces. The CAVE of the future will be made of tessellated panel displays,
eliminating the projection distance, but the implementation of such displays is challenging. Early multi-tile,
panel-based, virtual-reality displays have been designed, prototyped, and built for the King Abdullah University
of Science and Technology (KAUST) in Saudi Arabia by researchers at the University of California, San Diego,
and the University of Illinois at Chicago. New means of image generation and control are considered key
contributions to the future viability of the CAVE as a virtual-reality device.
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1. The Classic CAVE

1.1. Brief History of the CAVE

The “classic” CAVETM (Figure 1) [1] is a cube-shapedvirtual-reality (VR) room, typically 3 m-by-3 m-by-3 m insize, whose walls, floor and sometimes ceiling are entirelymade of computer-projected screens. All participantswear active stereo glasses to see and interact withcomplex 3D objects. One participant wears a sixdegree-of-freedom location and orientation sensor calleda tracker so that when he/she moves within the CAVE,correct viewer-centered perspective and surround stereoprojections are produced quickly enough to give a strongsense of 3D visual immersion.Projection-based VR systems, such as CAVEs, featuresurround viewing (ideally fully-surround, but usefully atleast 90˚ in two dimensions such that users do not see theedges of the display). They offer stereo visuals. And, theytrack the user to provide the correct scene perspectiverendering in a continuous manner. Viewer-centeredperspective and surround viewing distinguish VR systemsfrom 3D movies.The classic CAVE was conceived and designed in 1991by Tom DeFanti and Dan Sandin, who at the time wereprofessors and co-directors of the Electronic VisualizationLaboratory (EVL) at the University of Illinois at Chicago(UIC). Many students and colleagues over the yearscontributed to CAVE software and hardware development,as seen in this paper’s many references. Human factorsstudies such as discussed in [2] have helped quantify theaccuracy of perception by users in CAVEs.The goal of room-sized VR is to help scientistsand engineers achieve scientific insight, and also tocreate a medium worthy of use by teachers, fine artists,architects, and archaeologists. The most advancedclassic CAVE to date, called Cornea, was installed inmid-2009 at the King Abdullah University of Scienceand Technology (KAUST) by Mechdyne Corporation andco-located with a new-generation of unique VR systems,designed by a team led by DeFanti, who is nowat the California Institute for Telecommunications andInformation Technology (Calit2) at University of California,San Diego (UCSD). Other manufacturers of CAVE-likesystems include Barco, N.V., Eon Reality, Inc., and Visbox,Inc. [3] lists 57 CAVEs at universities.CAVE participants see projected computer-generatedstereo scenes but can also see their arms and bodies andcan easily interact with one another. The classic CAVEuses active stereo; the rendering computers generateperspective views that are projected onto the walls forthe left and right eyes of the primary participant in

synchrony with electronic shutter glasses. The activeeyewear is driven transparent in front of the left eye whenthe left eye image is projected, and opaque otherwise;similarly, the right eye receives the right image. Imagesneed to be generated at 96 Hz (or higher) so eacheye gets a flicker-free display. This is the way thenew (2010) consumer 3D HDTVs work if they use activeshutter glasses. For successful active stereo, all screensmust be synchronized so that each eye sees only theleft or right stereo image on every screen at the sametime, a requirement that is non-trivial as the number ofscreens and projectors increases; therefore, the underlyinghardware and drivers must support synchronization.The classic CAVE uses rear-screen projection forthe walls so the viewer does not cast shadows onthe screens; however, as is often the case, when thefloor is projected down from the top, the projectioncreates a small shadow around participants’ feet.A CAVE with three walls and a floor minimally requiresa 13 m-by-10 m space with a 4.5 m high ceiling.Six-sided CAVEs (like KAUST’s Cornea and Iowa State’sC-6, as well as others built in Gifu, Stockholm, andStuttgart, for example) feature rear projection fromevery direction, requiring doubly higher ceilings andelaborate support structures, and bottom-projected floorscreens made out of thick museum-style aquarium-gradeacrylic plastic that can withstand the weight of 6-10people. Projection-based CAVEs require significant(and otherwise mostly wasted) rear-projection space,projectors costing $5,000-$500,000/screen, projectormaintenance/alignment, lamp replacement, significantpower and cooling, specialized screen material andcontrolled lighting conditions, all of which severely limittheir acceptance and adoption in everyday workspaces,public venues, and homes. The screen material itselfmust allow severe off-axis viewing without objectionableintensity attenuation and, should minimize internal lightspillage and reflection. (Head-mounted displays, whichare ∼1-2 inch screens mounted in some way in front ofone’s eyes, are the earliest [4] technology for single-userVR, and are well suited for in-the-field and augmented(see-through) use. They will not be further discussed heresince this paper focuses on future room-scale VR systems.There is much literature noting the benefits of largedisplays that helps justify this focus; for example [5–7].)Someday, high-resolution 3 m-by-3 m 4K-resolutionpanel displays formed into a ceiling, positioned verticallyas walls, and tough enough to walk on, may allowCAVEs to be built in just about any enclosed workspace,given suitable ventilation and provision for safe ingressand egress. Today, however, a 6-sided cubic-formatCAVE presents many challenges to a panel-based
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implementation. As a result, less-than-totally surroundingpanel-based systems have been developed and installedby the authors to offer significant and usable VR imagery,given the current technological limitations. Somedaya perfect technology may emerge, such as seamless,lightweight, high-resolution fabric or painted-on wall,floor, and ceiling coverings. Of course, software forcontrol and content will always be a challenge, and thatis worthwhile for researchers and developers to addresswhile anticipating hardware advances.The CAVE was envisioned from the outset asa device to enable distance collaboration among viewersimmersed in shared computer-generated scenes – a kindof 3D telephone booth [8–18], a technique called
tele-immersion. Much work has gone into building andoptimizing ultra-high-speed computer networks suitablefor sharing Gigabits/second (Gb/s) of information acrossa city, region, nation, and indeed, the world [19–26].Tele-immersion development and application is facilitatedby a 10Gb/s network link between KAUST, EVL, andCalit2 via Amsterdam as an extension of the GlobalLambda Integrated Facility [27].
1.2. CAVE Goals and Features

The ideal VR viewing device has been visually portrayedin movies, from the iconic first Star Wars movie from 1977,and the Holodeck in Star Trek, and arguably before. Suchsystems usually include augmented (see-through) realityas well so that the 3D immersive correct-perspectiveimagery is seamlessly merged into the surroundings, whendesirable. Of course, all of the visuals in a movie arecomputer-generated special effects, shot or generated fromthe movie camera’s perspective, and not the viewer’s (oractor’s) perspective. Movies are projected on a flat screen,so the portrayal of a movie’s “VR” display is easily faked.Figure 2, a composite concept, shows the goals of a fullysurround autostereo VR system that does not yet exist.The ultimate hardware design goals for a VR system are:
• Compact footprint, so it can fit in work or homespaces
• Scalability, so it can be laptop, desktop,corner-sized, room-sized, or stadium-sized
• Usability in normal room lighting, so that otherwork/play can go on simultaneously
• Low noise signature, so that people can talk andgenerated audio can be heard
• Low thermal signature, to minimize need forventilation and cooling

Figure 1. The “classic” CAVE is a multi-person, room-sized,
high-resolution, 3D video and audio environment. Early
CAVEs had less than a megapixel per wall per eye;
newer ones have up to 15 times as many pixels.
Photo: National Center for Supercomputing Applications
at University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
Note: All the photographs, unless otherwise noted, in this
paper were shot with the stereo turned off so the images
are not doubled.

Figure 2. A composite rendering of the EVL/Calit2 vision of a future
collaboration room. Illustration: Jason Leigh.
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• Potential to hold several users, and/or be networkconnected, to allow collaboration
• Extended service intervals and easy access formaintenance, to reduce expense
• Power-efficient, to reduce cost and cooling
• Articulated, easily shippable screens and rapidinstallation/de-installation for field and travelingexhibit use
• Low cost, so that ubiquity is conceivable.

Desirable features include:
• High resolution, so virtual images are seen assharply and in as much detail as in reality
• High brightness and contrast, so colors are vibrantand not washed out or dim
• Production of computer graphics and the displayof captured imagery that is equivalent to orexceeds human visual acuity, in 3D with thecorrect viewer-centric perspective rendering forevery viewer
• Input and full recognition of the viewer’s or viewers’being and actions, including speech, non-verbalutterances/noise making, and gestures

If useful to the task,
• Audio (sonification) at or exceeding human auralacuity, fully surround, listener centered and focused
• Touch (tactile) input from the user and touch outputfrom the VR system, allowing haptic input andfeedback, for all users, for example [28]
• Olfactory (smell) output delivered to each user, andinput recognition as well
• Taste output and input recognition
Linking such devices together with near-zero latencyand no noticeable compression artifacts is a goal, as isproviding these affordances with no user encumbrances(special glasses, headphones, nose tubes) except asobviously required for touch and taste.Much as color television replaced black and whitetelevision, VR practitioners want to reduce the objectionsto VR down to the point that 2D visualization devicesare no longer for sale; as with color, one buys a displayand gets 3D for free, but can turn it off when preferred.To do this, displays need to (at least appear to) belarge (that is, the edges are generally outside the

viewers field of view) and the viewers need to betracked accurately. Such VR capability is becomingavailable, even in the home, although the price is notyet asymptotically approaching the cost of 2D displays.Audio capability, however, is somewhat more availableto consumers, and tactile input/feedback has long beena feature of consumer gaming controllers of varioussorts. Taste and smell are still challenges, occasionallyinvestigated. Tele-immersion (linking VR devices overnetworks) is routine now with latencies down to nearlywhat is dictated by the speed of light in fiber, althoughcompression is still needed since it is not really possibleto transmit a CAVE’s worth of bitmaps as uncompressedvideo. Typically, for tele-immersion sessions, most of thegeometry and texture maps are downloaded ahead of time,and some video, audio, and interaction information is sentin real-time.
2. Beyond Classic CAVEs

Improvements to the Classic CAVE have mainly been theresult of commercialization, better projectors, graphics,and software. Two CAVE-like systems have been builtthat greatly improve the resolution by tiling and usinghigher-resolution projectors: the StarCAVE and theCornea/C-6.
2.1. StarCAVE

The StarCAVE [29] (Figures 3, 4), designed and builtat UCSD/Calit2, is a 5-wall plus floor projected VRroom, operating at a combined resolution of ∼68 millionpixels, ∼34 million pixels per eye, distributed over 15rear-projected wall screens and 2 down-projected floorscreens. The StarCAVE is a surround system withdiameter of 3 m and height of 3.5 m. Its 15 wallscreens are acceptably non-depolarizing, high-contrast,low hot-spotting rear-projection screens, stacked threehigh, with the bottom and top trapezoidal screens tiltedinward by 15 degrees to increase stereo separation,important for a good VR experience. The screens are1.19 m high by 2.13 m wide, narrowing to 1.66 m at thetop and bottom. The pentagonal floor images are projectedfrom overhead onto a non-depolarizing, coated floor. Userinteraction is provided via a wand and multi-camera,wireless tracking system 1.
1 Note: the tilting of the screens allows more on-axis
viewing by a viewer standing at the center than if
the screens were purely vertical. Rear-projection
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Figure 3. Calit2’s StarCAVE from above. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

Figure 4. Calit2’s StarCAVE. Illustration: Greg Dawe.

Figure 5. Cornea with door screen open. Content: Tom Levy, Kyle
Knabb, and Jurgen Schulze. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

screens tend to depolarize when viewed severely
off-axisvertically or horizontally–so tilting helps
minimize vertical depolarization, thereby helping to
minimize ghosting. Depolarizing is lessened by the larger
than 90o angle between screens at the corner/corner and
corner/floor intersections in this pentagonal cross-section,
tilted-screen CAVE. Tilting the top and bottom screens
also helps make the illumination to the screens more
uniform appearing because the projectors are closer

Figure 6. Cornea with users. Content: Tom Levy, Kyle Knabb, and
Jurgen Schulze. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

2.2. Cornea

Cornea (Figures 5-8) is a Mechdyne-designed and built6-sided ∼16-Megapixel/screen CAVE-like large-spaceVR system built first at Iowa State University as the C-6.C-6/Cornea’s ∼4,000 x ∼4000 projected pixel resolutionper screen is a significant improvement over the classicCAVE resolution of ∼1000 x ∼1000 per screen.Design objectives for the Cornea were to:
• Create the highest resolution, brightest CAVEpossible in 2009
• Fully enclose the participants in visuals
• Provide high-fidelity user tracking
• Incorporate spatialized sound including variable,interactive model-based reverberation
• Allow tele-immersion via 1-10Gb/s networking
• Capture and transmit sessions with switched andtransmissible audio and HD video
Cornea is currently, in 2010, the world’s brightestvirtual environment with the highest resolution (The IowaC-6 is the same resolution but half the brightness).Each of Cornea’s six ∼3 m-by-3 m screens displays

to the optimal on-axis position to the viewer than if
they the wall panels were strictly vertical. This is
quite measurable: the screens used in the StarCAVE
were custom developed and subsequently chosen for
acceptably low hot-spotting as well as low ghosting by
relying on quantitative measurements which turned out
best when the spot meter was on-axis; additional details
and benefits of this screen configuration and material are
found in [29].
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∼15-Megapixels/eye (there is overlap for blendingbetween top and bottom projector sets, so each screenis not quite twice 2K lines). This amounts to a totalresolution of ∼90-Megapixels/eye (of course, since onecannot see behind one’s head, at least half of the90-Megapixels/eye is unseen by any viewer at any time).24 4K 10,000-lumen Sony SXRD [30] projectors (4096x 2160 pixels each, not including blending overlap) areused, specifically, 4 SXRDs illuminating each of 6 screens,including the ceiling, floor, and a closable “rear” wallscreen (these projectors have an aspect ration of 2:1, so 4of them gives a square wall image in stereo, see Figure 7).A 24-PC cluster is coordinated by a head node. Each ofthe 24 PCs has a four-output outboard Nvidia Quadroplex,thus 96 5600-model synchronized (“g-sync’d”) GPUs areused to drive the displays.Calit2 audio researchers designed the advancedsound system for this a six-sided virtual environment,directing Meyer Sound Lab engineers to neither obscurethe visualization screens with speakers, nor place thespeakers too far away, since VR screens can besomewhat acoustically opaque. To contend with thesechallenges, the Cornea is equipped with 28 speakers and4 subwoofers outside the screens. The sound systemhas a sampling rate of up to 96 kHz, which is morethan two times the sampling quality of a compact disc(44.1 kHz). A higher sampling rate means the systemoffers more flexibility in terms of audio playback, and highdefinition performance consistent with state-of-the-artaudio production techniques and equipment. Papersdescribing this audio system are in review and shouldbe easy to search for once published. Meyer sound hascreated a brochure about the KAUST installation [31].Cornea makes it possible for users to record their VRexperiences, both visually and aurally. The facility canstream 32 channels of high-definition audio and videofrom Cornea to KAUST’s Interactive Media Room, whereit can be recorded and archived. This capability providesa needed tool for scientists to collaborate with theircounterparts at institutes that lack virtual environments.Mechdyne engineers designed and implemented thisrecording capability.The Cornea’s audio system is driven by customaudio switching, routing and rendering software thatincorporates the latest advances in realistic virtualacoustic imaging, such as air absorption, Doppler effect,source directivity, reflection/absorption simulation, andconvolution reverberation. This system functions both asan audio rendering engine and as a creative sound-designauthoring tool for Cornea visual applications. KAUSTscientists can create audio soundtracks that correspondto their 3D visual data, so a walk through a virtual

architectural rendering, for example, can include thesound of one’s own voice and footsteps reverberating offthe virtual walls.
KAUST has two additional SXRD-based VR facilitiesfor virtual reality research, development, and applicationuse. One is a 75-seat room with a 32-Megapixel/eyestereo VR screen (precisely two walls of the Corneaside-by-side, involving eight 4K projectors in a 2x2-pairedlayout plus a ninth projector in the middle). Thismulti-purpose room also features an advanced audioresearch capability whose description is outside the scopeof this paper. The second one is a development system, theDS-1, which is one-half wall of the Cornea, used primarilyby programmers.

Figure 7. KAUST’s Cornea. Illustration: Mechdyne Corporation.

Figure 8. Cornea upper projectors. Photo: Greg Wickham.
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3. Design Challenges of CAVEs,
Present and Future

3.1. Projector-based CAVE Design Challenges

Projection-based CAVEs have many design constraintsthat prevent designers from approaching the goalsspecified in Section 1.2, and thus limit CAVE ubiquity,namely:
• 10 m-by-10 m-by-10 m or larger spaces arenot commonly found or easy to justify; buildingsnormally need to be built around such spacesat great expense. CAVEs are architecturalachievements as well as technical installations.
• Power and air conditioning needs of projectedCAVEs are high (e.g., 25-100 kW), although tileddisplay walls of similar size can consume as much.
• CAVE projectors are expensive, heavy, and, as withall projectors, require re-lamping every 800-2000hours of use. Lamps range from several hundredto several thousand dollars each; projection-basedCAVEs have 4-24 projectors with one or two lampseach.
• CAVE screens face each other and thus, unlikesingle screens in movie theaters, pick up lightfrom each other and are further illuminated byany ambient lighting, which means they are bestviewed when the ambient lighting is very low andthe screens themselves are made of dark-surfaceprojection material. Projectors also have hot spotsand off-axis intensity attenuation issues, which canbe compensated for with extra rendering, given thatthe location of the tracked viewer is known [32].
• Hard-surface rear projection screen systemshave odd sounding acoustical signatures dueto uncontrolled reflections, standing waves androom modes. They also inhibit the ability toproject sound directly to the listener, meaningthat speaker-produced sound will tend to reinforcethe room’s odd acoustical quality. Softer surfacerear projection screens are better sounding; theycan pass some sound directly to the listener. Inboth cases, significant analysis and equipmentinvestment is required to address the screen-basedacoustical anomalies.
• Alignment of the projectors is difficult andtime consuming, more so as the number ofprojectors increases and one wraps around in all

dimensions. Cheaper projectors typically have noauto-alignment features to help this, and are builtinto cases that warp a bit as they warm up, furtherfrustrating the goal of pixel-perfect alignment.Expensive projectors with sophisticated mountingand auto alignment systems are better, but thedifferential expense per projector (perhaps 5-10x)has to be multiplied by the number of projectorsto appreciate the additional cost. Software canmitigate the problems if performance penaltiesincurred by the extra rendering/compositing neededare acceptable. This is an area of continuingresearch.
A primary goal for the CAVE of the future is toallow CAVE-like surround VR in a normal work or homeenvironment, that is, in a ∼3 m-by-3 m-by-3 m or evensmaller room (most office/lab spaces have nearly 4mbetween the floors, although 1 m of that is often taken byducts, pipes, and conduit). In order to do that, projectionneeds to be eliminated, and the CAVE of the future has tobe constructed from self-illuminating panels of some sort.A further goal of the CAVE of the future is tooffer contrast (and saturation) as good as modernhome HDTV displays, that is, greater than 1000:1.Internal light spillage and reflections attenuate contrastin projector-based CAVEs due to the screen materialtypically used. Bright surround scenes offer grays atbest, not blacks, and rather unsaturated (pastel) colors.Consumer panel displays, it should be noted, havecoatings that are effective in reducing the effects ofspillage and reflection.

3.2. Panel-based CAVE Design Challenges

Panel-based CAVEs have the following design challenges:
• A ∼3 m-by-3 m-by-3 m display would needto be built using many panels, given current(2010) display size and resolution. Consumer3D-capable panels, however, are modestly priced($2,000-$5,000 depending on size), so cost isn’t thecritical issue (compared to the expense of classicCAVEs).
• 3D-capable consumer panels are designed to beviewed conventionally, that is, not severely off-axisin the vertical domain [33]. This means that a morefaceted tessellation of the space with screens, asin the StarCAVE is useful so that the screens arearranged more perpendicular to the viewer’s line ofsight. However, since panels are only produced inrectangular formats, non-cubic tessellations have to
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incorporate overlapping panels, as in the NexCAVE(Section 4.1.1).
• Consumer panels typically have large (>35 mm)bezels around the display, and bigger ones on thebottom. This produces a window mullion-like effectwhen they are tiled. Commercial ultra-narrow bezeldisplays minimize this problem greatly.
• Ceiling and floors are an issue. Panels are madeof glass and are 20-50 kg so an infallible structurewould need to be provided to securely hold panelsover the heads of users. Floor displays couldbe viewed through a clear acrylic screen thickenough to support people. Non-cubic tessellationsof panels make the floor and ceiling a designchallenge, although not an inconceivably difficultone.
• Directional audio in a highly polished, acousticallyreflective glass/acrylic enclosed space is hard to do.Headphones/earbuds for the viewers, rather thanspeakers, are a solution, albeit an encumbering one.
• Access must be considered. Projection CAVEs, suchas Cornea and StarCAVE, which totally surroundviewers, have movable screens for one wall. Onecolumn of panels could be hinged and mademovable to allow human access, effectively creatinga door, albeit a heavy one.
• Airflow must be considered as well. Any fullyenclosed CAVE, including Cornea, needs eithera ventilation system or a door opened after a shortperiod of use (∼15 min) to let in fresh air. Panelsproject significant and palpable amounts of heatinto the space (not an issue with projectors whichare outside the viewing space), so a source of cooledairflow or at least good convection would be neededfor constant use.
Building a room-sized VR display with panels clearlyhas its challenges, some of which can only be met withcompromises. Section 4 describes those compromisesthat the authors have chosen to implement to date, withthe intention that some of these will be amelioratedby future display technology in mass production, thusfacilitating more wide-spread design and installation offully-surround VR systems.

3.3. Active Stereo and Passive Stereo using
Special Eyewear

3D movie theater projector and consumer 3D HDTVmanufacturers provide competing passive and active stereo

implementations. In 2010, polarization does not seem tobe the choice of the majority of manufacturers for home3D HDTVs (both plasma- and LCD-based). The consumermarket is dominated by field-sequential (alternate-field)“active” stereo TVs. Active stereo glasses [34] are madeof LCD shutter material that switches clear/opaque insynchrony with the projector or 3D panel left/right images.The glasses are bulky (although getting lighter, cheaperand more fashionable as consumer versions appear),require frequent battery replacement or recharge, and thesynchronization sensor must be visible in line with itssource. Other constraints that inconvenience or defeatuse in future CAVEs are only now being discovered. Forexample, the new (May 2010) 55” Samsung consumer3DTV uses linearly polarized active glasses that make thedisplay go black as one’s head is tilted, so these displaypanels cannot be vertically oriented (i.e., “portrait” mode)to make a multi-panel surround CAVE system (unless theglasses polarization is circularly shifted), nor can they beused in floors or ceilings.When developing multi-tile systems, all the panelsmust be synchronized so that every screen has the sameleft/right eye as the others in view. Users in livingrooms or laboratories may have an incompatible array of3D screens in their multitasking lives in the foreseeablefuture; 3DTVs, mobile phones, clocks, smart appliances,and laptops cannot be easily synched until a universalclock is developed, similar to “house sync” in a TV studio,for all such displays in an environment. Today, onecannot assume one manufacturer’s 3DTV’s active glasseswill function with another’s.Of course, passive polarization only simplifies theproblem by eliminating the need for left/right eyeshutter synch–each brand and model of 3D LCD displaytypically has different polarization angles in its design,making multi-tasking difficult until a single standard forpolarization is adopted as well. Even in a fully-surroundVR environment, multi-tasking users will want to use theirlegacy 2D and 3D mobile phones, electronic notepads,GPS navigators, and LCD wristwatches, so the problemwill linger.
3.4. Autostereo: Stereo without Special
Eyewear

The ideal VR display would function totally without viewerencumbrances. Without special VR glasses, there are nosynchronization or polarization issues to prevent usersfrom multi-tasking; for example, viewers could see 3Dwhile taking notes on paper or looking at other computerscreens. EVL has extensively researched autostereoscopicdisplay systems for over twenty years [35] (Figure 19)
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and has prototyped static and dynamic parallax barriersystems (Varrier [36, 37], Dynallax [38–41]). The primarybenefit of an autostereoscopic system is that it eliminatesthe need to wear special 3D glasses, which is associatedwith all other types of VR systems. Current systems,however, make some assumptions as to where the vieweris, which frustrates the idea of a multiplicity of autostereodisplays being useful. Tracking, that is, being able to tellthe display hardware/software where the user is, can help.
3.5. Visual Acuity in CAVEs

Classic CAVEs which typically have a ∼1-megapixelsingle projector covering each 3 m-by-3 m screen, providea rather low acuity image to the viewer in the normalviewing position (the “sweet spot”) due to the 3 mmpixel size. Using a standard vision-testing chart placedon the screen, three of the authors with slightly betterthan normal vision noted which lines on the eye chartthey could see from the sweet spot on the VR displaysdiscussed in this paper, three of which are described above(Cornea, StarCAVE, CAVE), and two below (NexCAVEand REVE). Using 1 arc minute per pixel, the acuitywas also calculated for each display and a classic CAVEusing Christie DLP 1280x1024 projectors (of which only1024x1024 is used if the screens are square).
Table 1. Visual Acuity.

REVE Cornea NexCAVE StarCAVE CAVEObserved 20/16 20/32 20/24 20/40 –Calculated 20/16 20/34 20/24 20/48 20/137Sweet Spot 3 m 1.5 m 1.5 m 1.5 m 1.5 mDistance
Note that in this terminology, normal vision is 20/20(6/6 in metric) and legally blind is 20/200, which refersto the size of letters one can see from 20’ away ona Snellen eye chart (please excuse the short lapse intoUS measurement for this section!). The numbers implythat at 20 feet, one can see what a “normally-sighted”person can see at 20’, or 200’, respectively. (“20/20 visionis in common use in the US; Wikipedia, which has a rathercomplete discussion, notes: “in some countries, acuity isexpressed as a vulgar fraction, and in some as a decimalnumber.” [42]). Since these VR systems are much smallerthan 20’, we have scaled the results to fit the sweet spotworking distance. Note that if one stands∼3 m away froma screen, that is, with one’s back against a wall, instead of

∼1.5 m, in the center, the acuity of the Cornea, NexCAVEand StarCAVE is equal to or better than 20/20, whichis pleasingly non-fuzzy to normally-sighted viewers. The

24” Alioscopy display gives excellent projected acuity at3 m, an interesting result.Also note that using 4K (4096x2160) panels/projectorsfor the NexCAVE/StarCAVE screen sizes instead of1920x1080 HDTV panels/projectors would give ∼20/20acuity at the 1.5 m sweet spot, an argument for 4Ktechnology in this application, if one can be convincedthat it is worth the order of magnitude increase in costand complexity, given the price of currently marketed4K panel/projector technology and the need for multiplesynchronized GPU cards for each 4K device. (Ofcourse, bright 1280x1024 displays were an extravagantexpense a decade ago, as were the Silicon Graphics, Inc.computers that drove them). If narrow bezel 4-megapixelactive or passive stereo panels or projectors were massproduced as are the popular 4-megapixel 2560x1440 30”Apple Cinema Display and its Dell equivalent, they wouldbe quickly adopted because they would be inexpensiveand modern game graphics cards provide 2560x1440resolution output.The point here is to attempt to put some quantificationinto what one perceives, especially with static imageryin these VR systems, that is, when the motion stops;it really makes a qualitative difference when the screenimages are seen as perfectly crisp, that is, with a perceived20/20 acuity. Once the images start moving, resolutionbecomes less important, and reading text or numbersnormally becomes irrelevant, which is why VR systemswith 20/30 or 20/40 or even 20/137 visual acuity havebeen compelling enough to build. Nevertheless, when theuser stops navigating, and in some cases, the detail fillsin further by refinement, it is distinctly visually rewardingif the image is seen at the fullest resolution possible.(Whether a CAVE with 20/100 acuity is 5 times worse,subjectively, than a CAVE with 20/20 acuity is beyondthe scope of this paper, but a worthy topic to considerand formally verify through a rigorous study with humansubjects.) In addition, for further inquiry, it would beuseful to actually place the eye chart virtually at 20’, noton the screens, since this would also test the impact oftracking and projector alignment.
4. CAVEs Constructed with Panels

If one accepts that a future of the CAVE involves movingaway from projection-based systems, flat panels are therealizable first step. To create large-space panel-basedVR systems in 2010, one must effectively tile panelsand have them display left and right eye images inusable ways. Tiled mono displays are now common [43](Figures 9, 10), but stereo-capable panel displays have
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just become available in 2009.This section discusses implementation issues withpanel-based tiled displays. No VR can be seen withoutworking hardware. Several built and one system in thedesign phase are described below which incorporate andexploit panel display technology advances. Not one ofthese panels was initially designed by the manufacturersto be used for stereo tiled displays. (Projection-basedbezel-free tiled displays have been around for 20 years, ofcourse, and arrays of standard-definition TVs have a longhistory.)The frames (called bezels) that manufacturers putaround panels for electronic, structural, esthetic, andother design reasons create obvious seams in the imagerywhen panels are used in arrays. Narrow-bezel 720pmono displays are now available and are discussed inSection 4.2. The (nearly) seamless 3D tiled display panelis coming, but no one knows when.

Figure 9. An OptIPortal tiled display showing EVL SAGE images
at KAUST coming over a 10 Gb/s network from Chicago.
The OptIPortal [43] is a tiled display that is the
common visual interface to the OptIPuter global-scale
computing system [44]. OptIPortals are designed to
allow collaborative sharing of extremely high-resolution
graphic output, as well as video streams over 1-10 Gb/s
networks. OptIPortals typically consist of an array of
multiple LCD display panels (1-to-4-megapixel each),
driven by an appropriately sized cluster of PCs with
optimized graphics processors and network interface
cards. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

Figure 10. Conventional thick-bezel OptIPortal mullions obscuring
the image. The CGLX VideoBlaster module is used.
Video content: April Bailey. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

4.1. Conventional-Bezel Panel-based CAVEs

CAVE-sized stereo can be achieved using panels in anarray in a variety of ways as noted above: passivestereo, active stereo, and autostereo. (One can easilyachieve stereo with two displays with a half-silveredmirror between them, but this technique is not scalableto an array of displays). The passive stereo panel-basedNexCAVE and two autostereo panel-based systems arediscussed in this section.Using active stereo panels for more than 3 panelsis an area of great interest since the consumer stereoactive HDTVs are the most inexpensive and currentlymass-produced solution; however, they lack obvious meansof synchronization of left/right eye, a necessary feature.An active stereo, single panel tracked VR display avoidsthis problem, of course [45, 46]. Once the means tosynchronize active stereo left/right eye images is providedby the manufacturers or discovered by hacking, activestereo panels will be quickly built into panel-basedCAVEs. (Note that Classic CAVEs are built withactive stereo projection. Synchronization of left/righteye images was a feature of the Silicon Graphics, Inc.Onyx multi-processor, multi-graphics engine systems thatprovided 96-120 frame-per-second stereo; the featurewas specifically added for the CAVE. The Cornea is runin active stereo mode, achieved by large synchronizingshutters placed in front of the SXRD projector lenses.Some projection VR systems have also used passivestereo.)
4.1.1. NexCAVE: A Passive Stereo Panel SystemKAUST currently has a 21-panel NexCAVE, (whichstands for “NewXpolCAVE,” with “Xpol” being shortfor “micropolarization”) passive-stereo 3D environment(Figures 11-15). Micropolarization (“Xpol”) is a techniqueto create stereo images by changing the polarization of thevideo image on a line-by-line basis, alternating betweenright and left circular polarization [47-49]. A 1080p HDTVcan have affixed to its surface a transparent overlay of1080 lines, 540 polarized one direction interlaced with540 polarized the other direction. Besides the relativesimplicity of manufacture, it is passive and uses circularlypolarized glasses. Also, it is a spatial technique, sothat there is no need to synchronize left and right eyeimages, since they are merged (unlike field-sequentialstereo, which requires active stereo glasses and, if thereare more screens, universal left/right synchronization.)For this reason, Xpol displays are scalable using the samescreen-to-screen synchronization techniques as any tileddisplay.The availability of commercially produced Xpol LCDdisplays is a recent (2009) advance in marketing consumer
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Figure 11. Tom Levy and Sami Maghlooth in the KAUST NexCAVE
reviewing the VR reconstruction of UCSD’s excavation
at Khirbat en-Nahas in southern Jordan. Content: Kyle
Knabb and Jurgen Schulze. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

Figure 12. KAUST’s NexCAVE showing a stereo 360o scan of
the Wisconsin State Capitol (in mono mode). Content:
Dick Ainsworth. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

HDTVs. The JVC Xpol 46” display allows 3D generatedor scanned stereo images to be produced in real time aswell as played back as HDTV streams. The NexCAVE atKAUST consists of 21-tiled displays (arranged in a 3-highby 7-wide configuration (Figure 12)), with the top andbottom tiles tilted inward in order to help preserve stereo(since these displays have a limited vertical angle ofview). GPU-hardware accelerated stencil buffer routinesare used to combine left- and right-eye views intoa line-by-line alternating image prior to display, atreal-time frame rates. This operation is similar to thatperformed during real-time autostereo interleaving [50].Calit2’s NexCAVE has 10 panels (Figure 13) (a 3x3array with an additional display at the bottom of themiddle column) and was designed for shipping so that itcan be deployed in research exhibit booths at conferences.Because the NexCAVE operates well in ambient lightingand is free standing, installation/maintenance in a boothor any other work/play space is greatly simplified. Ofcourse, any complex display like this in a museum orunguarded public setting would need further enclosureand protection from tampering.

Figure 13. The 10-panel NexCAVE at the SC’09 conference
showing content developed by Philip Weber. Photo:
Tom DeFanti.

The tilted StarCAVE non-rectangular screen tilinghelped inspire the design of the NexCAVE. Polarizedscreens tend to ghost more (that is, the stereo separationattenuates) when viewed at an angle. The tiles need tobe arranged to allow approximately on-axis (that is 90˚perpendicular to the screen) viewing as much as possible.The JVC Xpol display has a broad off-axis horizontalstereoscopic viewing angle of about 140˚, but a verticalviewing angle of only 20˚. The StarCAVE’s upper andlower sets of screens are actually cut in the shape oftrapezoids and tilted in, so that the viewer’s line of sightis fairly perpendicular to the screen in typical viewingpositions, and the design of the framing makes the unlitbezel in between screens negligible [29]. TrapezoidalLCD panels are conceivable, but not likely to hit themarket anytime soon, so the NexCAVE’s required tilted-inscreens are physically achieved by overlapping JVC Xpolscreens, including positioning the bezels behind oneanother, which helps minimize their perceived thickness(Figures 14, 15). This arrangement works well and isnot disruptive when viewing 3D scenes if one does notspecifically pay attention to the bezels. The NexCAVE’soverlapping panels are not very visually distracting inpractice. (A different tiling is proposed for the NG-CAVE,Section 4.2.2). When some detail is blocked by a bezel,the tracked viewer just naturally moves a bit to lookaround the bezel, just as one would look out a windowwith mullions. Also, just as in the case of a window,vertical bezels are perceived less than horizontal bezelsfor virtual objects which do not happen to be in thescreen plane, because due to the horizontal offset of
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human eyes, at least one eye can usually see the objectat all times. (All accommodation information in any VRsystem is essentially incorrect, unless the distance of theviewed object happens to be at the same distance fromthe viewer as the screen, so having a fragmented imagewrong in a variety of places instead of one place is not anymore incorrect or disturbing.) Of course, narrower bezelswould be better, as in the AESOP display and NG-CAVEdiscussed below in Section 4.2.So far, a NexCAVE with a full floor and ceilinghas not been attempted, although with the appropriatestructure for the overhead tiles and a strong and clearsurface to stand on, a more surrounding NexCAVE couldbe built. The space between the overlapping NexCAVEscreens provides an opportunity for forced air ventilation,eliminating one design/usage problem with fully surroundCAVEs mentioned above.

Figure 14. The back side of the KAUST NexCAVE. Photo: Tom
DeFanti.

Figure 15. The KAUST NexCAVE turned off to show the structure
designed and built by Greg Dawe. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

The NexCAVE advances VR in three important waysover projector-based systems. First, as noted above,dozens of projectors are really hard to accurately alignand keep aligned due to the dimensional instability of theprojectors, supports, and screen systems. The result isthat the user’s eye/brain system needs to do the “final”alignment. Since the NexCAVE panels’ left- and right-eyeimages are perfectly aligned, the eye/brain fatigue causedby imperfect alignment in projected classic CAVEs andthe StarCAVE seems to be greatly mitigated according tousers. Ideally, an experiment by independent researchersneeds to be run to verify this opinion.Second, the contrast offered by the NexCAVE hasbeen measured by the first author to be in excess of300:1, or 10 times that of the StarCAVE (30:1) and 100times that of the Cornea (3:1) (Figures 16-18). Themeasurements in each case were taken using a PanasonicLumix LX-3’s internal light meter with the lens wideopen, noting the shutter speed readouts, an arguablyless precise instrument than the professional spot meterused in the StarCAVE screen development mentionedabove, but surely sufficient to report order of magnitudedifferences. The whites should be as white as a whiteshirt, and the blacks as black as a black pair ofpants. (The lack of contrast in classic CAVE screensindeed motivated the development of new screens forthe StarCAVE as described above and in [29], but itwould be difficult/expensive to make rigid screens largeenough and to suspend them overhead to create the classicCAVE’s 3 m-by-3 m walls. (The StarCAVEs ceiling isopen.) Experiments are underway to extend the size ofthe StarCAVE screen technology to 3 m x 3 m usinga semi-rigid material that can be rolled for shipping.)Third, the articulation and modularity of the screensin the NexCAVE are a contribution to the future ofthe CAVE, in that shipping, installation, expansion, andde-installation are rather straightforward compared toclassic CAVEs.
4.1.2. The Varrier Autostereo System

The Varrier (Figure 19) is a head-tracked, single-viewer,VR system that generates high-quality images with 5%ghosting [37, 51], and supports a depth range that goesfrom 1/3 meter to infinity. It does, however, have severaldrawbacks. Varrier is a single-viewer system, so otherviewers in the space see a very degraded image, whichis disturbing. Also, Varrier requires a high frame rate,low-latency, high-accuracy tracker without which viewerssee pseudo-scopic or darkened images. As currentlyimplemented, Varrier is suitable for a single viewer who iseither seated or not moving too quickly within the space(as the computers need to continually update the graphics
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Figure 16. KAUST Cornea checkerboard pattern. Photo: Dan
Sandin.

from the user’s perspective, so the computations needto keep up with the viewer’s movements!). One reasonthe CAVE was replicated was that it nicely supportssmall group viewing and has much less sensitivity totracking, especially compared to head-mounted displaysand Varrier. As Varrier does not support multiple users,it might be best to further develop it as a personal VRsystem, perhaps integrated into a semi-cylindrical-format2.5 m-diameter workspace.
4.1.3. The REVE Autostereo System

Calit2/EVL is currently experimenting with multi-viewerautostereoscopic systems that use lenticular parallaxpanoramagram (LPP) technology, such as the Alioscopydisplay, a commercial product. LPP has the potential toreduce sensitivity to tracking, as it splays out a numberof views (8 for Alioscopy) so that in a head-trackedconfiguration, the viewer is always near the center of thefan of images. If the viewer moves quickly, he/she movesinto adjacent views that are still in correct stereo. Themore modest tracking requirement, if used, means thata camera-based facial recognition system is a rational

Figure 17. Calit2 StarCAVE checkerboard pattern. Photo: Jurgen
Schulze.

Figure 18. KAUST NexCAVE checkerboard pattern. Photo: Daniel
Acevedo.

choice; the viewer would not have to wear targets, andwould still see the correct VR perspective. A version ofVarrier that used facial recognition tracking with successis described in [52].Since LPP views are multiplexed out into space, the3D experience for non-tracked viewers is of acceptablequality, unlike the Varrier. The major limitation of thecurrent state-of-the-art multi-viewer head-tracked andnon-head-tracked LPP displays is the limited depth,
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Figure 19. 60-panel Varrier autostereo display at Calit2. Mars
data interactive rendering: Bob Kooima. Photo: Tom
DeFanti.

which is approximately ±1 m. The depth is limitedbecause engineers had to make tradeoffs in the design.The small number of angular samples through the 3Dspace to be displayed (8 for Alioscopy) produces angularaliasing; the aliases are fuzzed out using an opticalreconstruction filter that uses ghosting (cross-talk) tomake highly aliased images look better [53]. However,this ghosting is significant, that is, greater than 20%(Figures 20, 21). If an object has a high disparity, theviewer sees multiple images.Instead, a different set of tradeoffs can be used todesign LPP displays. Specifically, more samples canbe taken in the angular dimension, thereby making theincrements in the angular samples smaller. Then, a properreconstruction filter can be implemented in software [54].While this method makes the spatial resolution lower,one can compensate by selecting displays with higherpixel pitch and/or by tiling the displays to get higherresolution. This gets around the limited depth of thecurrent generation of LPP displays, and should allowresearchers to significantly expand the range of depth thatthese displays can handle.VR encumbrances, like special glasses, would bebest eliminated in that synchronization and polarizationalso inhibit ubiquity. Scalability is also desirable, asmulti-tile displays are the only way to achieve resolutionsexceeding 4096x2160 pixels with technology in the nearfuture. To explore scalable autostereo using commerciallyavailable displays, Calit2 designed an autostereo displaycalled REVE (Rapidly Expandable Virtual Environment)(Figure 22 [55]) in 2009. (It is “rapidly expandable” in thesense that one can, with physical installation and expense,but no re-design, make it larger quickly. “Reve” is Frenchfor “dream” or “day dream”, recognition by the first authorthat the inventor and his company are French.)

Figure 20. Too much z-depth in the model causes ghosting.
Content from the “How Much Information” project,
Andrew Prudhomme. Photo: Tom DeFanti. (Autostereo
not turned off.)

Figure 21. Compressing the depth by 6-1 eliminates the ghosting.
Content from the “How Much Information” project,
Andrew Prudhomme. Photo: Tom DeFanti. (Autostereo
not turned off.)

REVE is a flat wall of multiple 3D autostereoLCD displays based on LPP technology. The KAUSTREVE has 18 42” panels in a 6x3 array, makinga display 6.11 m-by-1.83 m in size. Several competinglenticular systems were evaluated, and then Calit2prototyped tiled configurations of three, six, and nine24” Alioscopy displays [56]. In addition, new displaydrivers were written, software adapted, and techniquesfor synchronized playback of multi-screen, pre-computed,compressed animations were developed. This waseffectively an all new effort, building on the past 20 yearsof autostereo research.REVE’s software is interactive, making it possiblefor viewers to control parameters directly in real-timescientific computations with precision and high resolution,at a speed of 30+ frames per second. Consumers need thiscapability for 3D games, among other uses. As with anyspatially multiplexed display, and especially with LPPones, resolution is a fraction of HDTV; however, resolutionis regained in REVE, obviously, by tiling the displays.A current shortcoming with the REVE display isits narrow z-depth, which limits its use to shallow3D objects like friezes and etchings; typical VRfly-through images are not successful. Calit2/EVLdeveloped a real-time depth compression technique that
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Figure 22. The KAUST REVE 18-panel display using CGLX-based
CineBlaster3D video software. Julia4D Animation:
Dan Sandin. Photo: Tom DeFanti. (Autostereo not
turned off.)

automatically compresses the 3D scene to the usablez-axis range, which works well with some types of images,but not with others (Figures 21, 22). This issue is madeworse by tiling, not better, unfortunately, since even asthe image’s x and y dimensions increase, the useful depthdoes not, making the resulting images more comparativelycompressed in z, and thus more flat-looking. Nevertheless,the images are more dimensional than 2D representationsof the same data, if carefully designed for the z-axisconstraints.Another issue with the REVE display is that thescreens present autostereo in a cyclic way; in the case ofthe Alioscopy display, it is 8 views that repeat (Figure 23).This design feature means that many people can easily seea good 3D image from multiple optimal viewing positions,arrayed in repeating fans about 2/3 meter wide. Ifa viewer moves such that one eye is in one fan and theother eye in the next fan, a vertical fuzzy bar appearssomewhere in the scene. To the right and left of thebar, stereo is still correct. If the viewer moves 10cm orso the bar moves out of the scene. Tracking the useraccurately, as in the Varrier display, can eliminate thebar, and only slightly degrade the experience for the otherviewers. Tracking requires markers on the participantsin the current implementation, which is an encumbrance.Fully marker-less tracking [52, 57] is desirable to integrateinto future CAVEs.A fully or even partially surround CAVE would behard to implement with the current Alioscopy display andprovide meaningful VR. For example, the narrow depthcombined with a cylindrical configuration would allowwrap-around friezes, but not deep 3D scenes.Alignment of the images in the REVE’s multiple tileswas achieved in the same manner as for the Varrier [37].Synchronization of the images is simple since stereo, asin the NexCAVE’s stereo, is spatially multiplexed, unliketemporally multiplexed screens that need to keep the

Figure 23. Alioscopy technology is based on 8 distinct points
of view (POV) each of which is aligned to the LCD’s
sub-pixel. 2 of the 8 points of view can be seen by the
user in a sweet spot. Each viewing angle is 8 degrees
from sweet spot to sweet spot. Illustration: Alioscopy
USA, Inc.

right- and left-eye data perfectly in synch, as discussedabove.Special 3D glasses are not required to view datain three dimensions, so the display is an excellentway to show carefully designed shallow-depth data,in motion or still, for groups of people, especiallycasual passers-by. However, severe off-axis viewing isproblematic (Figure 24).Video playback is possible on tiled LPP systems, asshown in (Figure 20), by using preprocessed video thatencodes all 8 viewpoints in each video frame on a perdisplay basis. These viewpoints are then reconstructed onthe fly via GPU based interleaving. Playback timing andsynchronization is controlled by CGLX [58] and developedon top of the VideoBlaster framework [59]. This approachenables arbitrary-sized tiled LPP video playback.REVE is a step toward an important goal of3D visualization technology: making it as easy andconvenient to view computational data in 3D as itis to view the data in 2D on TV. However, creatinga fully-surround VR system from LPP displays needssignificant further research and development.
4.2. Narrow-Bezel Panel-based Systems

As mentioned above, zero-width bezels would make tileddisplays more attractive. This section describes someresults with narrow-bezel displays designed for multi-tilesignage in public spaces.
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Figure 24. The Alioscopy displays used in the REVE are
meant to be viewed more orthogonally than in the
above photographs. A cube-shaped room-sized CAVE
made from LCD panels instead of projectors presents
problems, such as off-axis intensity attenuation and
ghosting, as well as, in this case, depth limitation.
Content: UCSD Protein Data Bank. Photo: Tom
DeFanti. (Stereo not turned off.)

Figure 25. EVL’s CyberCommons and SAGE. Photo: Lance Long.

4.2.1. AESOP (Almost Entirely Seamless OptiPortal)LCD panels typically have ∼18-100 mm borders (called
bezels) that, when built into tiled displays, createa window mullion-like effect, covering portions ofdisplayed text, data details, or other key features of large,high-resolution images (Figures 9, 10). Eliminating thebezels has long been an obvious need. Design objectivesfor state-of-the-art tiled display walls are to:

• Create an almost entirely seamless display out offlat panels
• Provide high-resolution and contrast
• Show mono or anaglyph stereo images whileawaiting availability of narrow-bezel active orpassive stereo displays
• Scalability to large-form-factor collaborativeworkspaces
Recent commercial offerings by NEC [60] andSamsung [61] address the digital signage market with1366x768 WXGA ∼1-Megapixel “ultra-narrow bezel”displays; 1080p ∼2-Megapixel displays are possibleby late 2010. Using 46” NEC X461UN LCD720p (∼3.65 mm-bezel) displays, several tiled displayconfigurations were developed. EVL’s 18-tile (3x6) version,produced first, is called Cyber-Commons (Figure 25),Calit2’s 4x4 and KAUST’s 4x10 versions are called AESOP(Almost Entirely Seamless OptIPortal) (Figure 26). Thesedisplays feature inter-tile borders that are ∼7 mm thick(the approximate thickness of a standard pencil) whentiled edge-to-edge within the framing, almost eliminatingthe “window pane” effect of previous OptIPortals, albeitat lower resolution per panel. The 7 mm bezelprovides a display quite adequate for PowerPointpresentations or teleconferencing, whereas ∼35 mmthick-bezel OptIPortals unacceptably block letters in textslides, scientific information in charts, and importantfeatures in faces (Figure 10).Although the AESOP and Cybercommons displaysdo not support stereo visuals (other than, of course,anaglyph), the AESOP display has been fitted witha tracker to test the utility and desirability of large-screenimagery presented at the proper perspective for thetracked viewer. (This is, of course, what anyone withoutfunctioning stereo vision sees in a CAVE; monovisionpeople get a VR experience in CAVEs from the other 3Dcues presented, like proper perspective). AESOP and theNexCAVE provide means to test and compare the value ofstereo tracked visuals to mono tracked visuals in varioustasks.
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Figure 26. KAUST’s AESOP showing content by Helmut Pottman.
Photo: Tom DeFanti.

Figure 27. The proposed NG-CAVE will be built from tiling
51 near-seamless LCD panels, each fitted with
micropolarization overlays providing a continuous
circularly polarized 3D screen that can also be
used to display 2D information. The NG-CAVE
as currently conceived will provide 53 Megapixels
of stereoscopic resolution and 106 Megapixels of
monoscopic resolution. Illustration: Jason Leigh.

4.2.2. Next-Generation CAVE (NG-CAVE)Clearly, a micropolarized ultra-narrow bezel displayimplementation can help minimize the NexCAVE’s bezelissues. This is the goal of EVL’s proposed NG-CAVE,a larger, more seamless NexCAVE which will be built fromultra-narrow bezel 1080p displays, not yet available butanticipated (Figure 27).The NG-CAVE will be arranged as a semi-cylindricalconfiguration that provides a virtually seamless panoramawith a horizontal field of view of approximately 180˚.A total of 51 display monitors constitute the NG-CAVE,created by tiling 15 LCD panels per side, with 2 columnsof LCDs at the corners of the walls. The extra screensprovide more surround imagery. The use of micropolarizedstereo does not degrade the 2D image when stereo isturned off (text is sharp, lines are not interlaced), allowingthe NG-CAVE, to be a dual-purpose display for both2D and 3D imagery. EVL plans to investigate custommicropolarization strategies to correct for above/below

screen viewing angles, as well as possibly the use ofseamless active stereo displays.
5. Software

Classic CAVEs have, from the beginning, useda driver package called CAVELib, originally writtenby graduate students at EVL, and now commercializedby Mechdyne [62]. Applications in the StarCAVE,NexCAVE and AESOP can use OpenCover, which is theOpenSceneGraph-based VR renderer of COVISE [63]. TheNexCAVE and AESOP displays also use CGLX. TheCyber-Commons display runs SAGE; the software for theNG-CAVE has not been determined yet. KAUST also runsAVIZO [64] on its VR displays.
5.1. CGLX

The Cross-Platform Graphics Library (CGLX) providesa common visualization platform, supporting networked,scalable, multi-tile 2D and 3D visualization environments,combined with built-in streaming capabilities. CGLXis a flexible and transparent OpenGL-based graphicsframework for distributed, high-performance visualizationsystems. The framework allows OpenGL basedapplications to utilize massively scalable visualizationclusters, such as multi-projector or high-resolution tileddisplay environments, and to maximize the achievableperformance and resolution.As such, CGLX combines network-centric scalabilitywith native performance, hardware-accelerated rendering,while exposing an open programming interface (API). Italso provides a hardware abstraction and device interfacelayer, allowing users to integrate interaction devicesand paradigms for use in these collaborative digitalworkspaces. A good example are personal electronicsdevices that have become a natural part of daily life,including smart phones, media players, and interfacessuch as game controllers, and many similar devices.One interface particularly appealing is smart-phonemulti-touch (Figure 28).
5.2. SAGE

The Scalable Adaptive Graphics Environment (SAGE) [65](Figure 24) is a graphics streaming architecture thatenables users to interactively access, display and sharea variety of data-intensive information, in a variety ofresolutions and formats, from multiple sources, withthe same ease that the Web affords for accessinglower-resolution objects today. SAGE is cross-platform,
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Figure 28. NexCAVE running CGLX, controlled by multi-touch
iPhone application, showing LIDAR-scanned image
constructed by Vid Petrovic. Photo: Tom DeFanti.

open-source middleware that enables users worldwideto have a common operating environment, or framework,to access, stream and juxtapose data objects, whetherdigital cinema animations, high-resolution images,high-definition video-teleconferencing, presentationslides, documents, spreadsheets or laptop screens, onone or more tiled display walls. SAGE and tiled displaywalls are creating a global collaborative visualizationenvironment that allows virtual teams of researchers tomanage the scale and complexity of their data and workwith one another.SAGE Visualcasting supports global collaborationby enabling two or more users to share applicationcontent, sending multi-gigabit streams as required.Connected, participating endpoint sites form a virtuallaboratory, as Visualcasting enables everyone to seethe same content at the same time. Endpoints canbe of any size and configuration, varying from a singlehigh-resolution monitor to room-sized tiled display walls.Each site maintains control of the layout (position, size,overlapping) of its displays. Visualcasting lets usersselect what information they want to send, and to whom.Unlike multicast, which requires network engineering,Visualcasting is application-centric.SAGE supports several mid-air user interfacedevices; notably, the Gyromouse, joysticks, trackballs, 6degree-of-freedom magnetic trackers and the NintendoWiimote. Multiple devices (not necessarily of thesame kind) can simultaneously interact with any of theapplications on the display to start/stop applications,manipulate windows (move, resize, maximize, minimize)and interact with applications or their user interfaces(Figure 29).A full-screen touch interface for the EVLCyberCommons has been added (Figure 30).

Figure 29. SAGE Gyromouse controller at EVL. Photo: Lance
Long.

Figure 30. The EVL Cyber-Commons is shown fitted with
a multi-user touch screen interface that enables
multiple users in front of the wall to interact with the
content simultaneously. Photo: Lance Long.

5.3. COVISE

COVISE (Collaborative Visualization and SimulationEnvironment) is a scientific visualization framework whichintegrates simulations, post-processing and visualizationin one application. COVISE is designed to allow forcollaboration between multiple sites, and to integrateCPU and visualization resources at different sites intoone system in a transparent way, which makes itas easy to work with such remote resources as itis to work with local ones. COVISE is based ona visual programming paradigm, which allows the userto concatenate simulation, computation, and visualizationmodules with a graphical user interface, thus creatinga data flow network. These modules are implemented asseparate processes, which can run on the local machineor on any other COVISE system on the network. Severalvideo segments are on the Calit2 website [66].One of COVISE’s visualization modules isOpenCOVER, a sophisticated virtual reality renderingmodule, which can run within a COVISE module
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pipeline, or stand-alone. OpenCOVER supports virtualenvironments like head-tracked single-screen systems,PC cluster-based systems, powerwalls, curved screens,dome systems and CAVEs. OpenCOVER also supportsmost of the interaction devices commonly used. Oncethe configuration of the visualization hardware hasbeen set up in COVISE, the user can switch betweendifferent visualization hardware without the need toadjust the visualization module. OpenCOVER providesfull VRML97 capabilities, which allows applicationdesigners to use commercial 3D modeling tools like3ds Max to create interactive virtual environments, andit supports sound effects. OpenCOVER also providesa C++ and OpenSceneGraph-based plug-in system forthe application developer, which exposes the renderingand interaction interface to the programmer, allowingfor full control of the virtual environment, without theneed to modify COVISE-internal source code. While theauthors use COVISE exclusively on Linux systems, it isalso compatible with Windows and MacOS.
6. Conclusions

CAVEs, derivatives, and similar screen-based, large-scaleVR devices, exploiting technology advances andcommoditization, have been providing users steadilyhigher resolution, better contrast, and improvements in3D stereo graphics, texture and image mapping, andfunctional networked tele-immersive collaboration. AsCAVEs of the future increasingly adopt panel-basedtechnology, normal-ceilinged lab, office, work, greetingand living spaces can house walk-in VR displays. At thesame time, the recent market availability of consumer3D HDTVs has dropped the retail costs of the displaysby two-thirds or more. PC motherboard/GPU cardconfigurations are becoming available that can drivea dozen or more panels, so the CAVE, perhaps by its 21stbirthday, is destined to become a “prosumer” visualizationdevice. Achieving all the conceivable goals for a perfectCAVE will inspire and, indeed, require at least anotherdecade of research; the future of the CAVE is bright.
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